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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce Edgeland, an installation of 
abstract drawings by  Nancy Storrow. 

Storrow’s exhibition Edgeland continues her dedication to 
alternate views of nature. Stimulated by sights on a mountain 
drive in her home state of Vermont, she began a series of stacked 
drawings. These evolved into Solitary Journey, an installation 
which wanders up the wall with dark green tracings suggesting 
imaginary paths. Solitary Journey, led to other pastel drawings 
with more color in a smaller square format. In these, bands of 
layered lines depict a further possibility, an intimate experience 
within. Each drawing may be seen as the spirit of a place, an 
elaboration of it or a separate story.

This work is a personal conversation with nature. The linear 
abstractions recall the color, texture, and light across the land. 
There is a sense of unresolved motion through shimmering 
glimpses and shadows. The titles of drawings underscore her 
focus.  Pollination is a delicate fan shape, a compacted bundle 

Trill, 2017

Nancy Storrow 

binds Leaf, while Trill loops and curves upwards. We witness a visual story rooted in the natural world.

Storrow writes - “ In drawing, the line edges up, fast or thin, wavering or shi�ing. Close in, the lines extend, making visible tracks. Lines 
could be something or just lines. To “line" something is to cover it. Scratching to find what is under, release, reveal - storyline, tree line, 
fence line, lines of poetry or music. Trees grow up in lines, rain comes down in lines, cattails, silver pussywillows and wild red osier are 
lines, while the horizon, too, is a line."

Storrow’s work in Edgeland is intuitive. It evokes emotion through interruptions and erasures, things that are seemingly there and not 
there - sections are given and taken away.  Each mark in the drawing is both touch and exhalation, a simple part of life.

Nancy Storrow lives and works in Vermont. She has been an artist member of A.I R. Gallery in New York since 1982. Her work has been 
exhibited at galleries and museums throughout the US, as well as in Sweden and Hungary. Storrow’s recent solo exhibitions include A.I.R. 
Gallery, (New York), Brattleboro Museum & Art Center  (Vermont) and Steinhardt Conservatory Gallery, Brooklyn Botanic Garden (New 
York).  Drawings from Storrow’s exhibition Edgeland will be installed at Next Stage Arts Project,  http://nextstagearts.org,  Putney, Vermont 
for two months, following the exhibit in New York.

For more on the artist, please visit: www.nancystorrow.net


